SR81581 Requirements
IAP Table Changes

Objective:
Provide campuses with sample table changes for PPS Incentive Award Program Table (Table 43) and Assessment Rate table (Table 42).

Table 42 – Assessment Rate table – Effective 07/01/2006 change PSS and MSP rates to 0009200
Table 43 – IAP Table – Effective 07/01/2006 change for Personnel Program 1 CXC, FFC, RXC and SXC to assessment rate code of ‘None’; Effective 10/01/2006 change Personnel program 1 TXC to assessment rate code of ‘None’.

Project Type:
Payroll change.

Requested by:
HR&B Labor Relations

Analyst:
Shelley Dommer

Due Date(s):
July 18, 2006